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1. INTRODUCTION 
Riccati difference equations are of interest by their own and their use in solving both higher order 
and higher dimensional systems. In this paper, we study the asymptotic behavior of a class of 
matrix Riccati equations and show that the equations have a unique solution tending to zero on 
the infinite index set. The basic existence and uniqueness theorem is given in Section 3. The 
results here are based upon the description of the asymptotic behavior of solutions of certain 
linear difference equations. Section 2 is devoted to this topic. Although matrix linear systems 
are widely discussed in the relevant literature (see monography [1] and references there), the 
statements have not been formulated earlier in the form usable for considerations of Section 3. 
Finally, in Section 4 we deal with a special class of matrix Riccati equations. Preserving the 
assumptions of the previous section, we assume additionally that coefficients have asymptotic 
expansion with respect to the nonnegative powers of the index. We show that in this case, the 
unique solution tending to zero when the index tends to infinity has an asymptotic expansion of 
the same form, too. The coefficients in the latter expansion are the components of the solution to 
a system of algebraic equations. Moreover, they turn out to be recursively computable by solving 
linear systems, only. Thus, the result of the last section gives an easy way for constructing 
approximate solution of arbitrary accuracy provided that the coefficients of the equation are 
available with arbitrary accuracy in the sense of asymptotic expansions. 
The paper is the extension of the results of [2] where, among other questions, we studied scalar 
Riccati equations. It turns out that the matrix case may be approached using the same tool. 
Namely, the solutions of a scalar nonlinear first-order difference inequality play an important role. 
In contrast to [2], here we separate this basic idea into two first lemmas. The statements of the 
paper are discrete counterparts of those in [3] where some Riccati vector differential equations 
posed on infinite interval are treated and their solutions are characterized. 
Throughout the paper, the infinite sequence K, K + 1,... of integers is denoted by NK.  
{Xn)neNK ((Xn}nENK, (~'n}neNg, etc.) stands for the sequence XK, XK+x,.. .  (XK, XK+I,..., 
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XK, XK+I, . . . ,  etc., respectively). Sometimes the indication of the index set n E NK of the 
sequences i omitted. When it is omitted, K > -c¢ is assumed. An infinite subsequence of NK 
is denoted by N~,  thus {Xn}neNk is a subsequence of {Xn}neN~. 
For the vector whose components are zeros we use notation O, while the matrix of m rows 
and I columns whose elements are zeros is denoted by 0mxt. For a vector x formed of m complex 
components z(1),... ,x(m), x E C m, briefly, Ilxll de~ (~--~nffil iX(oiZ)l/2 ' We also use notation 
(X, y )  deE rn - Crn .  = ~-~i=1 x(~)y(~) for x, y E For a matrix X of m rows and l columns with complex 
elements X~j, X E C mxt, briefly, IIXI[ def (E~----1 l = E j=I  IXijl2) 1/2" Notation An,ij refers to the 
element having index pair (i,j) of matrix An. A diagonal matrix of dimension k with diagonal 
elements al, . . . . .  ., c~k is denoted by diag (cq, , c~k). Finally, tr Q dee= ~-~i=lm Qii for a quadratic 
matrix Q with elements Qij, i, j = 1,... , ra. 
2. A L INEAR D IFFERENCE EQUATION 
We begin with studying solution {Xn}neNK, Xn E C m of linear system 
xn+1 = Cnxn + g. ,  (2.1) 
assuming that n 6 NK,  K is an arbitrarily fixed integer, Cn 6 C mxm and g, 6 C m are 
given. Throughout this section, we assume that there exists Coo d__ef linan..oo Cn such that all the 
eigenvalues Ai, (i = 1,..., m) of matrix Coo are strictly outside the unit circle, i.e., 1 < A de=f 
min~=l ..... ~ lad. Further, let lim,_.oo g, = 0. 
The statements rely upon the next lemmas characterizing the behavior of the solutions 
{Xn}neNx of scalar nonlinear inequality 
s .A~.  > 5.s~ - p .~,  (2.2) 
where A~n = t~n+ 1 --  /~.,  {Sn}nENK is real, nondecreasing, bounded from below by a positive 
value 5 and {Pn}nENK is real, nonincreasing, moreover, converging to 0. 
LEMMA 1. I f  a solution {Xn}neNK Of inequality (2.2) does not tend to 0 when n ~ oo, then, 
there exists a triple {K', a, b}, K '  6 NK, a > 1 and b > 0 are reed, and such that {Xn}nEN#¢, J8 
sign-preserving and {Ix-I}-eN~, is increasing. Moreover, Ix.I > ba" for all n E N K,. 
PROOF. First, we show that there exists an infinite subsequence {Xn'}n'ENK such that 
5,,IX,, I > pn, for all n' E N~:. Indeed, if there were no more than a finite number of X,' 
with this property, then, there would exist K such that 5nl)C.I < pn for all n > K. Since 5n is 
positive, IX-I -< p./5. <_ p./5 would hold and, therefore, Xn would tend to zero in contrast o 
the assumption. In turn, the existence of the indicated subsequence involves that Xn' ~ 0 for all 
n' E N~.  Let us fix an arbitrary K '  E N~.  If notation q = 5K, --PK,/IXK' I is used, then q > 0 and 
for this K' ,  inequality (2.2) reads as xK, AxK, > qx~,, i.e., sgnXK, AXK, > qlxK, I > 0. It means 
that XK,+lsgnxK, > Ix~l > 0, or, sgnxK,+l = sgnxK, ~ 0 and IAXK, I > 0. Proceeding by 
induction, let sgnxk+l = sgnxK, and IAX~I > 0 hold for all k, K '  < k < n -  1. Due to the mono- 
tonicity of data in (2.2), the induction assumption i volves 5, - P . / Ix . I  > 5K, - PK ' / IxK ' I  = q 
and therefore, 
sgnxnAXn >_ (Sn-  Pl-'~nl) 'Xnl >-- qlxn' > O" 
Repeating the arguments used at K ~, we complete the proof of the first part of Lemma 1. 
For the second part, assume that sgn Xn - 1. Then, the last inequality above rewrites as 
X,+I > (1 + q)xn and a = 1 + q, b = XK,/a K' become the appropriate values claimed in the 
statement. When sgnxn =- -1,  then a remains the same, while b = -XK, /a  K'. 
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LEMMA 2. Let p~ -~ 0 and let {Xn} be a so]ution of inequality (2.2). Then, e/ther there ex/sts 
K' ~ NK such that Xn = 0 for all n > K ~, or {X-} is unbounded and it grows at least as a 
geometric progression. 
PROOF. Due to Lemma 1, we restrict the proof to showing that Xn -* 0 involves Xn - 0. Let 
us assume the opposite, that is, we assume the existence of K '  > K such that XK' ¢ 0, while 
Xn ~ 0 when n --* oo. 
Because of (2.2) and the assumption on 6~, we have 
XK'AXK' >_ 6X~,, i.e., IX~'+~I >- (X + ~)Ix~'I- 
Now, the induction argument yields unbounded solution {X~} instead of that converging to zero. 
THEOREM 1. I ra solution {~l~n}neNg of equation (2.1) does not tend to 0 when n ---* oo, then, 
there exist a,b E R and K'  E NK such that, for any n E NK,, the inequality IIXnl[ >- ban holds. 
PROOF. The statement will be proven for the case when Coo = AI + V where A is a diagonal 
matrix with the eigenvalues of Coo on the diagonal, i.e., A = diag(A1,..., Am) and the elements 
V~j, i , j  = 1, . . . ,  m, of matrix V do not exceed an arbitrarily predefined value 7, ]V~j[ <_ 7- 
Our assumption is not restrictive. A canonical Jordan form J of Coo may be chosen with 
arbitrary small off-diagonal elements. If Coo = p-1 jp ,  then, transformation xn = PYn re- 
duces equation (2.1) to an equation for y ,  such that the assumptions hold, while the statements 
concerning the growth of Ily-II and IIx.ll are equivalent. 
Let E be a diagonal matrix, E = diag(el , . . . ,em),  ei = Ai/]Ai], L = EA, i.e., L = 
diag([A1],..., [Am[), 0 = L - I and ~ = A - 1. By assumption, 0 is positive definite. If 
equation (2.1) is multiplied by E and the terms axe rearranged, we get 
EXn+l - xn = Cxn + Vxn + Cnxn + gn, 
where I~jl = IV~jl, 0 .  - .  0m~,  ~.  -~ 0. Let us form 
,-q = (EXn+I - Xn, Xn) + (Xn, EXn+I -- Xn). 
Obviously, S is real. Notice that 
Re(Exn+I,Xn) <-I(Ex.+I,X.)I < llEx.+xll" llx.ll = Xn+lXn, 
where X. d d IIx.ll. Thus, 
S < 2X.+IX. - 2X 2. (2.3) 
On the other hand, Re(0x . ,  X.) >- ~2.  We also have Re(0nXn, X n) >- -~mx 2 where ~ = 
ma,v~jffil ..... m IO,,,~jl. Sinlilarly, Re(Vxn ,Xn) ~ - I (~x,, ,x.) l  >_ - I IVx, , l l .  IIx.II >- -Tmx 2 and 
l~( j . ,  x . )  >- - I (~ ,  x.) l  >- -I1~.11. IIx.II = - I Ig. l l~. .  Therefore, 
5 > 2~X 2 - 2~X 2 - 27~X 2 - 2[]gn[[Xn. (2.4) 
Or, comb!ni_ng (2.3) and (2.4), we have 
XnAXn>[c - -  (7-i-~)m]x~- ][gnHXn >- [c- \(7 "i" m~ax~i_~n } m 1 X2n- ( max llgi[[)i>_n Xn. 
We may choose 7 to be sufficiently small and /~ sufficiently large to have inequality 
- (7+max~_>n~)m > ~/2 for all n >_ /~. Then, ~n -- c- (7+max~>_n~)m and pn -- 
max~>n Hg~[[ satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 1. The statement of Lamina 1 proves the theo- 
rem. | 
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A direct consequence of Theorem a and Lemmas a and 2 is an alternative concerning homoge- 
neous linear system 
Xn+l = Cnxn, (2.5) 
where the sequence of matrices {Cn}nCNK is as above. 
COROLLARY a. Let {Xn}neNK be a solution of equation (2.5) and Xn de___f IIXnll, n • NK. Then, 
either there exists K' • NK such that Xn - 0 for all n > K' or {Xn} is unbounded and it grows 
at least as a geometric progression. 
Equation 
Xn+1 = CnXn + Gn, (2.6) 
where matrices Cn are as above and Gn • C re×l, I _> 1, Gn --* 0,~xt may be treated similarly. 
The analogous theorem and corollary can be obtained immediately if one makes use of direct 
product It ® Cn and composes ml-component vectors of the columns (taken in order) of m x I 
matrices. This direct product preserves the eigenvalues, only their multiplicity changes. 
A matrix equation more general than (2.6) appears in the next section. We are interested in 
studying solutions {'~}nENK (¢~ • CruX/) of equation 
Xn+IAn = BnXn + Gn, (2.7) 
where An • C txt, Bn • C mxm, Gn • C mxt, An is nonsingular, and we assume that there exist 
lirnn_.oo Gn = 0,~×t, Aoo ~f limn-~oo An and Boo ~f limn-.oo Bn. Let us denote the eigenvalues 
of Aoo by v~, i = a,. . . , l ,  and those of Boo by #j, j = a, . . . ,m,  and let relation 0 < Iv d < l#jl 
hold for each pair (i, j). (The eigenvalues ofAoo and those of Boo are separated by a circle having 
the center in the origin.) The following statements urn to be valid. 
THEOREM aM. Ha  solution {¢~}nENK of equation (2.7) does not tend to Omxl when n--* oo, 
then, there exist a,b • R and K'  • NK such that, for any n • NK,, the inequality IIX~ll > ba n 
holds. 
COROLLARY 1M. If Gn =- Omxl, then either there exists K ~ • NK such that Xn =- 0 for a// 
n > K ~ or {llXnll} is unbounded and grows at least as a geometric progression. 
PROOF. We reduce the problem to that of posed for the vector-solution f equation (2.1) replacing 
dimension m in (2.1) by ml. Let us transform matrices Xn, Xn, and Gn into ml-component 
vectors xn, Xn and gn, respectively, where columns of corresponding matrices are taken in order. 
Equation (2.7) rewrites now as 
(An @ Ira) Xn+l = (It ® Bn) xn + ~n. (2.8) 
Matrix An is nonsingular, therefore, matrix (An ® Ira) is nonsingular, too. Premultiplication 
of (2.8) by the inverse leads to matrix Cn dd (An @ Ira) -1 (It @ Bn) = (A~ 1 ® I,n) (It @ Bn) = 
(A~' ® Bn). The eigenvalues A, of matrix Coo are Dj/Yi, i = a , . . . , l ,  j = a , . . . ,m (see [4]). 
Thus, IAJI > a, s = a,... ,ml as required for applying Theorem a and Corollary 1. Theorem aM 
and Corollary aM become their reformulations, only. | 
REMARK. Simplification of Coo in the proof of Theorem 1corresponds here to no loss of generality 
when it is assumed that 
where 
Aoo = A/" ÷ V A, Boo = M + V s, (2.9) 
N" = diag(vl,..., vt), 
Iv, l _< = a , . . . , t ,  
A4 = diag(#l,...,/~m), 
Iv, fl _< = a,...,m, 
and ~A, "Ya are arbitrarily prescribed values. For verification, one should take into account that 
for arbitrary Aoo, Boo, Aoo = PA(.Af + vA)PA 1 and Boo = Pa(./~ + VB)P~ 1 involve A~o 1@ 
Boo = (PA @PB)(( .A/ '+vA)- I@(.A4+VB))(p~1 @p~1). On  the other hand, the matrix 
transformation corresponds to the change of Xn for Yn = P~IXnPA. 
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Now, we turn to the matrix Riccati difference quation 
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Xn+IAn = BnXn + Xn+IDnX. + G., (3.1) 
where An E C Ixl, Bn E C mxm, Dn E C Ixm, Gn E C mxl for all n E NK.  Additional assumptions 
on sequences of coefficients {An}nENK, {Bn}nENK, {Gn}nENK are kept the same as we had for 
the coefficients of equation (2.7). Let {Dn}neNs be bounded, [Dn,i#l <_ d, n E NK,  i = 1,... ,m, 
j= l , . . . ,n .  
LEMMA 3. There exist K '  E NK and a positive real X such that ff {Xn}neNg iS a solution 
of(3.1) and IJX-nll < X for all n > K', then Xn ~ Omxl. 
PROOF. Taking the remark into account, we may assume that A~ and Boo have the form (2.9). 
Let us premultiply equation (3.1) by EB = diag(e~,. . .  ,eBm), eJ ~ = ~j / l~ j l  and multiply by 
(EAA~¢) -a from the right where Ea = diag (ea,... ,el) ,  e; t = ~j/Iv~l. After multiplications, let 
us rewrite (3.1) in the following form: 
EBXn+IEft  I = EBMXn(EAJ~f) -1 -{- EB.A~Xn [(EAAoo) -1 - -  (EAJV') -1]  
+ EBVBXn(EAAoo) -1 Jr EB(Bn - -  Boo)Xn(EAA~o) -1 
+ EBXn+IDnXn(EAAoo) -1 + EBGn(EAAoo) -1 
- EBXn+I(An - A~o)(EAAoo) -1. 
(3.2) 
Notice that I((EAAoo)-x)¢j[ <_ 1/(u - 17A ) and [[(EAAoo) -1 - (EAA/')-I]ijl <_ 17A/(U -- 17A) 
clef . 
provided that 17A < l/,/2 = mmjfz  ..... ~[vj[. 
For the bounded solution Xn, let us estimate xpression 
= :V I~*--I:v* l~* _ 2XnX*}. S tr {EBXn+IEAIX * +.,n A "*n+l B 
S is real. Computations lead to 
S < 2Xn+zXn - 2X~, (3.3) 
where Xn = [[X, II. On the other hand, using the splitting of the right-hand side of (3.2), one may 
verify that the estimate 
- (v g. + t .x) x .  
v - -  17a 
holds obviously, where we used notations 
(3.4) 
def P def def = - ,  #- -  min Imh r = max Ivjl, ~def= max Iml, 
T i-----1,...,m j=l,...,l i=l,...,m 
def ----- max max IBk,i3 - Boo,ijJ, an = max max JAk,ij - Aoo,ijJ, bn def 
k>n i,j----1,...,| k>n id----1,..,,m 
def 
gn = max max IGk,t~l. k>n i=l,... ,m, 
j=l,...,| 
Since A > 1, one may choose the bounds ~fA, ~(B, and X small enough and K' large enough to 
have the expression in square brackets in (3.4) positive for n > K' and having a positive limit. 
Combining (3.3) and (3.4), we arrive at an inequality of the form (2.2). Now, the argument 
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assuming that sequence {Xn} does not tend to zero but remains bounded by X would be in 
contradiction with the statement of Lemma 1. 
THEOREM 2. Equation (3.1) has a solution {Xn}neNK,, such that Xn --' 0mxt when n --* co. 
This solution is unique. 
PROOF. Let us consider the difference quation 
1 1 X,  = - ~ Bp (Xk+lDkXk + Gk) A n , (3.5) k=n 
, -1Ana l  ~-1 k B = where l ip=, 1, l lp=,An = Ak_ l - . . . .An ,  linffin n Bk ' . . . '  Bn. 
For brevity, let ¢ ~f t~- m(Ts + bK,) - r -  l(TA + aK') where 7A, 7S are chosen small enough 
and K'  is chosen large enough to have ¢ > 0. Note that for positive integers , n, s > n, 
The solution of (3.5) will be constructed by iteration. Let 
Xn (0) = 0rex/, (,0. )1 )'Cu ) 
[v(n-1) D XO,-x) Xn 0') = - ~ Bp ~.Ak+l k k + Gk A~, , p > 1. 
k=n 
Further, let X d=ef ¢/(4dm3/213/2) and let K' be large enough to have gK, < $2/(8dm31s), too. By 
induction, we show now that 
X (3.7) Ix<z) - < 
is uniformly valid for all n _> K'. During induction we make use of the fact that if inequality (3.7) 
is valid for all p _< q, then 
p----, p----1 
Let p = 1. If (3.6) is taken into account, then the convergence is ensured and we have 
X(1)_Xn(°'] = X(1) = ~ (p=l'~inBp) -l~k (:_I~I: Ap) --~k_~n I(pfl~InBp) -l~k ~I'~I:Ap) I 
kmn 
Provided that (3.7) and (3.8) are valid up to q - 1, the expression 
k=~Ip__[I 1 -Ir/Y(q-1) y(q-~)~DkX~q-1) X.<q) - X. ~q-1> = Bp U,-'k+1 - --k+1 / 
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may be split into two converging scalar infinite sums which result in inequality (3.7) for p = q. 
Passing to the limit, we get immediately that limq_~oo X(n q) exists for all n and it is uniformly 
bounded with respect o n. Let the limiting sequence be (Xn}neNK,. It satisfies equation (3.5), 
obviously. Also, the direct substitution justifies that {Xn}nENK, satisfies equation (3.1), too. 
Now, application of Lemma 3 completes the proof of the first part of the theorem. 
For the verification of the uniqueness, let us assume that there axe two solutions (Xn}neNK, 
and {Xnt}neNK,, both tending to 0rn×l when n --* co. Let Yn d__ef Xn - X~n. Yn ---* 0mxz when 
n --* oo and {Yn} is a solution of equation 
! 
~n+l (An  - DnXn) = (Bn + Xn+lDn)~n. (3.9) 
Since An - DnXn ~ Aoo and Bn + Xln+iDn ~ Boo when n --* oo, therefore, one may apply 
Corollary 1M and then, Yn - Omxl follows. II 
4. ASYMPTOTIC  EXPANSIONS 
In this section, we again deal with equation (3.1) assuming that asymptotic expansions 
N N 
An = ~'~n-k,4 (k) +o(n-N) ,  Bn = ~-~n-kB (k) +o(n -n) ,  
k=0 k=0 
N N 
Dn = o (n -N) ,  Cn = o (n -N) ,  
k=0 k=l 
n---, oo, N>I ,  (4.1) 
take place where the eigenvalues uj of matrix ,4 (0) and the eigenvalues #i of matrix B (°) satisfy 
relation 0 < [uj[ < [#i[ for all pairs (i,j), i = 1,... ,m, j = 1,... ,l. The next theorem gives the 
asymptotic representation of solution {Xn} in terms of those in (4.1). 
Equation (3.1) with coefficients (4.1) has a solution {Xn} tending to zero. It is THEOREM 3. 
unique and 
N 
X-n= Zn-kX  (tO + o(n-N), n --~ oo, (4.2) 
k=l 
where coe~cients X (k), k = 1,..., N, may be obtadned by the formal substitution of expan- 
sions (4.1) and (4.2) into equation (3.1). 
PROOF. The assumptions allow us to apply Theorem 2. Thus, there is a unique solution tending 
to zero. We denote it by {Xn}. 
Let us consider the formal algebraic system (with respect o Nml unknowns) 
X(1)A(0) - B(0)X(1) : -  g(1) 
X(2) '4(o)  _ B(O)x(2) = ~(2) _ X(1)A(1)  _ ¢(2) (X (1) )  "4(0) -t- B(1)X (1) + X(1)'z)C°)x (1), 
i -1 i-I 
X(OA(O) _ B<O)x(0 = g(0 _ ~ XO)A(,-#) + ~_, B(*-#)XO) 
j= l  j----I (4.3) 
i i -1  i-j 
-- ~ ~(J) (X(1) ...,X (j-l)) ~('-3) ~ ~ ~ X(P)D(i-P-3)X (J) 
j=2 ~----1 p----1 
i- I  i - j  
-~-E Z~(P) (X(1),...,X(P-I))D(i-P-3)X (j), ~-- -~3, . . . , ]~ r, 
~--1 p=2 
where ~U) axe arbitrarily fixed linear combinations of their j - 1 arguments. When solving sys- 
tem (4.3) recursively, then, one gets linear algebraic equations with respect o X(1),... ,X  (N), 
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respectively. Each of these linear systems is uniquely solvable due to the eigenvalue relations be- 
tween matrices A (°), B (°) provided the previous one has been solved. Due to the same eigenvaiue 
relation, one easily verifies by contradiction argument that the entire nonlinear algebraic system 
has no other solutions than that obtained by recursion. We fix now the linear functions. Let c~qp 
for p = 1 , . . . ,  N, q = p , . . . ,  N be defined recursively by 
1, def 
O~qp = - -  Ot rp .  
r=max(p,q-p) q r 
For arbitrary matrices F1,... ,F~-x e C mxz, define 
k-1 
¢(k)(F1, . . . ,  Fro-l) d--e--f Z Otk~F,, k = 2, . . .  ,N ,  
i--1 
and denote the corresponding solutions by X (~), i = 1, . . .  ,N  and let ~ = Y]~fln-ky((k). 
Taking both the expansion of (n + 1) -p (p _> 1) with respect o negative powers of n and the 
construction of coefficients X(1) , . . . ,  X (N) into account, a direct computation verifies that 
.2.+1A. = B . ;~ + 2~.+1D.27. + C.  + o (n -N) .  
For obtaining the statement of the theorem, we introduce 3;n = (X. - 2~)n N. By the definition 
of X.  and 2(., they tend to 0 when n --* eo, thus so does 3;.n -N. By substitution, we get that 3;. 
is a solution of equation 
( Y.+I (A.  - D .X . )  = (B. + 2.+xDn) 1 + Y. + o(1). 
Sequence 3). must tend to zero since if it would not be the case, then the statement of Theorem 1M 
would contradict to :))nn -N ----, 0 stated above. This completes the proof of formula (4.2). | 
COROLLARY 2. Let 
OO oO 
k----0 k----0 
OO 0o  
D. ~ Z n-k~)(k)' G. -~ Z n-k~(k)' 
kfO k=l 
hold instead of (4.1). Then, expansion (4.2) may be replaced by 
OO 
r~ n .-~ E n-k..~'(k), 
k--1 
n "-# 00, 
n ~ oo, (4.4) 
in the statement of Theorem 3. 
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